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William James (January 11, 1842 â€“ August 26, 1910) was an American philosopher and psychologist, and
the first educator to offer a psychology course in the United States. James was a leading thinker of the late
nineteenth century, one of the most influential U.S. philosophers, and has been labelled the "Father of
American psychology".
William James - Wikipedia
William James Sidis (/ Ëˆ s aÉª d Éª s /; April 1, 1898 â€“ July 17, 1944) was an American child prodigy with
exceptional mathematical and linguistic skills. He is notable for his 1920 book The Animate and the
Inanimate, in which he postulates the existence of dark matter, entropy and the origin of life in the context of
thermodynamics.Sidis was raised in a particular manner by his father ...
William James Sidis - Wikipedia
Published since 1877, Biographical Memoirs provide the life histories and selected bibliographies of
deceased National Academy of Sciences members.
Biographical Memoirs Home - National Academy of Sciences
William James naÃ®t Ã New York en 1842. Premier enfant d'Henry James et de Mary Walsh, son frÃ¨re
Henry naÃ®t en 1843 et sa sÅ“ur Alice en 1848. Il reÃ§oit une Ã©ducation transatlantique et maÃ®trise,
outre l'anglais, le franÃ§ais et l'allemand.
William James â€” WikipÃ©dia
William James (* 11.Januar 1842 in New York; â€ 26. August 1910 in Chocorua, New Hampshire) war ein
US-amerikanischer Psychologe und Philosoph.Von 1876 bis 1907 war er Professor fÃ¼r Psychologie und
Philosophie an der Harvard University.James gilt sowohl als BegrÃ¼nder der Psychologie in den USA als
auch als einer der wichtigsten Vertreter des philosophischen Pragmatismus.
William James â€“ Wikipedia
Medicine + Health is the George Washington University School of Medicine and Health Scienceâ€™s
flagship publication that showcases the research and clinical expertise of the SMHS faculty,
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